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Regional 
divergence on  
the horizon
Inflation and interest rates up: 2022 and 2023 will 
certainly leave their mark in the annals of economic 
history. However, as price increases abate and interest 
rates normalise, fundamentals are once again starting 
to recover, as confirmed by the rally in November and 
December 2023. 

The theme for the coming months will therefore be 
one of asynchronous economic growth, with different 
regions showing significant divergences. 

We are maintaining our conviction on the United 
States over Europe given the former’s indexes’ tech 
bias, whereas the latter is bogged down in economic 
and social issues. In Asia, we favour India’s market 
dynamic over China’s, which lacks visibility despite 
monetary stimulus packages and remains the greatest 
loser of the 2023 financial year. 

At the same time, the US electoral calendar promises 
a positive year for the country’s stock market, as the 
economy takes its place at the top of the agenda. 
Historically, US presidential elections have always led 
to an increase in volatility. 

The return of market fundamentals will lead to positive 
performances across all asset classes. Against this 
backdrop, balanced portfolios remain attractive, 
leading to a window of opportunity for investments, 
as long as regions are carefully selected. 
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SOFT-LANDING SCENARIO 

We expect moderate global growth 
of around 2.9% for 2024. Overall, our 
macroeconomic scenario remains 
constructive and selective.

2024: THE RESURGENCE OF 
THE BALANCED PORTFOLIO 

A balanced mix of equities, fixed income 
and alternatives remains attractive in this 
normalised investment environment.

GOLD

Real interest rates are set to fall, 
reinforcing our view that bullion will 
gradually rise.

EQUITIES CONVICTIONS

In equities, we are sticking to our 
convictions on US Technology as well  
as in Japanese equities.
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The opinions expressed in this document are as at 7 February 2024  
and are subject to change without notice.
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Global growth is expected to be moderate at around 2.9% in 2024, despite persistent 
headwinds in Germany and China. Disinflation will continue in all countries, at different 
rates between total inflation and “core” indices, but the prospect of inflation returning 
to around 2.5% at the end of the year remains in developed countries.

Consequently, central banks confirmed at the start of the year that their key rates 
had reached their peaks and that the next step would be easing, which, according 
to our scenario, is expected at the end of the second quarter.

Growth in developed countries is expected to reach 1.3% in 2024 but with strong 
disparities. Germany is struggling to emerge from recession while Spain will lead 
the eurozone (1.5% expected against 0.6%) and Japan will progress by 0.8%. 
Once again, the United States is expected to post growth higher than that of other 
developed countries in 2024.

The return of US exceptionalism

The outlook for the US economy should remain strong: according to our analysis, 
growth should hit 2.2% in 2024 after 2.5% in 2023. This outperformance is the 
result of resilient domestic demand, made possible thanks to consumption, strong 

job creation and investment in 
new technologies and industrial 
relocations. In addition, the 
housing market has restarted 
thanks to the easing of long-term 
rates.

The good performance of the 
economy is not a coincidence 
of the cycle, but the result of 
fundamentals which anchor activity 
on a more sustained growth 
base than in Europe and Japan.  

Macroeconomic 
environment
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Sources: OECD, UBP 
Past performance is not a guide to current or future results. Any forecast, projection or 

target, where provided, is indicative only and is not guaranteed in any way.

GLOBAL GROWTH: MAIN COUNTRIES
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Five factors distinguish the American economy from others by their strength and 
regularity: immigration and the workforce, spending on technology and innovation 
efforts, ample available private capital, and public support programmes for strategic 
sectors (e.g. technology, defence and medicine).

Historically, these factors remain more dynamic than in Europe and investment 
ratios in the US in terms of percentage of GDP are between 1.5 and 2 times higher 
than those in Europe, particularly as regards investment in new technologies and 
research & development.

These factors are substantial competitive advantages for America compared with 
other developed countries and make it possible for the country to face an economic 
battle with China, which has positioned itself in strategic technology sectors. The 
American economy has a high growth base, is displaying strong productivity and 
is capable of rebounding more quickly than Europe, which is fully reflected in the 
outlook for 2024.

Future key rate cuts will reinforce the soft-landing scenario

US inflation should return to around 2.3% at the end of the year. Core prices and 
total inflation should converge towards 2.5% at the end of the first half of the year, 
thus validating the expectation of an easing of the Fed’s key rates. However, these 
results will be gradual and total inflation will move to just below 3% between February 
and next May, which explains the wait-and-see attitude advocated by the Fed at its 

January meeting. The easing of rates will be 
aligned with the scenario of declining inflation, 
but a reduction of around 100 basis points 
from the Fed remains relevant in 2024. This 
change in monetary strategy will reinforce the 
soft-landing and normalisation scenarios in 
the United States, while this will take longer to 
achieve in other developed countries.
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Five factors 
fuelling American 
exceptionalism
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Sources: OECD, UBP   
Past performance is not a guide to current or future results. Any forecast, projection or 

target, where provided, is indicative only and is not guaranteed in any way.
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POSITIONING AS THE SOFT LANDING TAKES SHAPE

With the US macro backdrop playing out as expected – falling inflation paired 
with still-firm growth –, American equities have rallied while bonds have marked 
time, as expected, at the start of 2024.  

Historically high US equity valuations and 10-year US Treasury yields below 
the 4.5% target outlined in our 2024 Investment Outlook are understandably 
leaving investors cautious about chasing the rally from the October 2023.

However, strong data from the ISM and on the US job market in January have 
added to evidence that the industrial slowdown in the US economy may have 
in fact troughed and begun to rebound as the new year begins.  

This suggests that the earnings recession of 2023 may also be at an end. 
Investors can therefore look forward to an earnings re-acceleration in the 
coming quarters. This should help to drive an earnings-driven leg as stock 
markets price in a broader earnings trough beyond the technology sector 
moving into mid-year.  

As this transition in equity market drivers unfolds, volatility will undoubtedly pick 
up. However, medium-term investors can use any such volatility to reposition 
portfolios for the earnings growth phase ahead.  

Outside the US, investors can look to the reform- and restructuring-driven 
earnings growth in Japan and earnings growth driven by the repositioning of 
global manufacturing in China to India and Mexico as non-cyclical earnings 
drivers looking ahead, much as was seen when US manufacturing capacity 
was shifted to China in the 1990s and 2000s.  

In fixed income, a still-inverted US yield curve poses a risk to full-duration 
exposure. As the soft landing materialises, longer-dated yields may fall more 
modestly than moderate and short-duration yields to finally normalise the yield 
curve after nearly two years of inversion.

However, fixed-income exposures can still serve as a cushion for balanced 
portfolios. Moderate-duration credit should remain well bid, as a recovering US 
economy should keep (admittedly cyclically) tight spreads contained. Moreover, 
deployment of cash into moderate-duration credit can help lock in yields as 
central banks begin rate-cutting cycles moving through mid-year.  

Strategy
U B P  H O U S E  V I E W

The unfolding 
US soft landing 
suggests investors 
can look forward 
to an earnings 
re-acceleration as 
the next catalyst 
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Despite the recent significant rallies in both equities and fixed income, we are 
maintaining our exposure to risk assets given the robust US macroeconomic 
data published in January. From concerns about a hard landing twelve months 
ago to a consensus view of a soft landing, risks are appearing that the US 
economy may be running too hot. This could slow the recent decline in interest 
rates which could in turn lead to a pause in the bond rally in the near term. The 
market environment still remains supportive of equities, as corporates should 
benefit from a healthier-than-expected economic backdrop.

In equities, we are sticking to our convictions on the US Technology and 
Software sub-sectors, as well as our positions in Japanese equities. We are 
maintaining our baseline allocation in Europe and emerging markets due to 
limited visibility on the earnings landscape. This view has so far been confirmed 
by the ongoing global Q4 earnings season that began in mid-January. US 
corporates have delivered higher-than-estimated earnings growth of +7.8% 
y/y, while European companies are reporting negative growth of -8.5% over 
the same period. Our exposure to stocks is unchanged and we remain patient 
as regards any increase in the event of an equity correction.

Our fixed-income allocation is also unchanged with a high conviction on 
investment grade (medium maturities) and high yield (short-term maturities). 
We are maintaining our positions as carry remains attractive enough to absorb 
a stabilisation in rates should US economic resilience continue. 

Gold exhibited a sideways trading pattern in 2023 despite increasing geopolitical 
risks (purchases by central banks in emerging markets; US elections) and larger 
fiscal deficits in developed economies. This can primarily be attributed to the 
strength of the US economy, which could sway the Federal Reserve to postpone 
its first rate cut in 2024, as well as to taper its balance sheet. Nevertheless, 
any signal indicating a slowdown in inflation and the Federal Reserve halting 
its quantitative tightening would serve as a trigger for gold to appreciate. 

We are maintaining a constructive exposure to hedge funds which continue 
to be a valuable source of diversification within portfolios should bonds and 
equities experience simultaneous declines.

Asset allocation
1
We are sticking to 
our convictions 
on US Technology 
and Software  
sub-sectors

2
Carry remains 
attractive enough 
to absorb a 
stabilisation in 
rates

3
Any signal 
indicating a 
slowdown in 
inflation would 
serve as a trigger 
for gold
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Directional views
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STRATEGIC TACTICAL

    Equities     

United States     

Europe     

Switzerland     

United Kingdom     

Japan     

China     

Emerging ex China     

    Fixed Income     

Governments     

Investment Grade     

High Yield     

Emerging Market Debt     

    Hedge Funds     

Equity Long/Short     

Macro/Systematic     

Credit/Event     

Relative Value     

    Private Markets     

Private Equity     

Private Credit     

Infrastructure     

Real Estate     

LOW CONVICTION       |  BASE LINE ALLOCATION       |       HIGH CONVICTION

PREVIOUS VIEW    (no dot means no change)

Strategic (long-term view) and tactical (1–6 month) on broad asset classes, February 2024

This material represents an assessment of the market environment at a specific time and is not intended to be a forecast 
of future events or a guarantee of future results. This information should not be relied upon by the reader as research or 

investment advice regarding any particular fund, strategy or security. Past performance is not a guide to current or future 
results. Any forecast, projection or target, where provided, is indicative only and is not guaranteed in any way.
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Asset classes
FOCUS ON EARNINGS

The equity market rally initiated at the end of October 2023 moderated in January, with 
global equities (MSCI ACWI) delivering +0.53% over the month. With the supportive 
macroeconomic backdrop and the soft-landing narrative now being the consensus opinion, 
investors’ attention has shifted to the health of corporate earnings for Q4 2023 and their 
initial outlooks for 2024. 

As at the end of January, earnings in the US were stronger than expected, increasing by 
7.8% y/y (with 50% of companies having reported thus far) and large-cap technology 
companies also generally having delivered solid figures on high expectations. As a 
consequence, the “Magnificent 7” companies continue to drive most of the returns, 
year-to-date (+7.95% as of 2 February), significantly outperforming global equities 
(MSCI World +1.85% as of 2 February). This is encouraging for the 2024 forecast of 
10 – 12% earnings growth, as US economic strength continues to surprise on the upside.  

We are sticking to our baseline allocation to global equities (50% in a balanced portfolio) 
and our structural convictions on the US Technology & Software sub-sector along with 
our exposure in Japan. Tactically, we see limited opportunities at the moment, but remain 
vigilant to add exposure should a pullback occur due to any unexpected external shocks. 

BEWARE OF REINVESTMENT RISK; LAST CHANCE TO LOCK IN YIELDS

Bond yields climbed slightly higher in January offering the last opportunity to add bonds 
to portfolios. 3–5-year investment-grade corporate bonds still represent the sweet spot 
to achieve the highest expected returns to volatility.

Even though credit valuations are looking stretched since the strong rally started at the end 
of October, investors should continue to focus on optimising the carry in their portfolios 
by selectively holding emerging market and short-term high-yield bonds in line with our 
no-recession scenario and constructive outlook.

CENTRAL BANK PUSHBACK

In late January and early February, the major central banks pushed back against the 
narrative of early interest rate cuts, resulting in a modest firming in USD exchange rates, 
with the EUR/USD falling to 1.08.

In February, we think that we will see a pause in directional moves given the absence of 
central bank policy movements. This means that investors should expect the EUR/USD 
to trade at around 1.08 with downside risks. The USD/JPY will trade in a tight range of 
146–148.

EQUITIES

BONDS

U B P  H O U S E  V I E W
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BENEFIT FROM UNCORRELATED STRATEGIES

After strong convictions on Global Macro managers, the outlook is more balanced 
going into 2024. Fixed-Income Arbitrage should continue to benefit from higher rate 
volatility. For Relative Value, the convertible arbitrage strategy could post attractive 
returns due to high issuance. Strategies investing in asset-backed securities could 
benefit, as delinquency rates are rising. Within Equity Long/Short, low-net-exposure 
managers are still favoured, but we are positive on specialists in sectors that have 
been out of favour for the past two to three years. For diversifying strategies, Global 
Macro with an emerging market focus could outperform.

STRUCTURAL OPPORTUNITIES MATTER MORE THAN BETA

As investors are looking to add private market exposure to their portfolios for the sought-after 
diversification benefits, the focus should continue to be on finding structural opportunities. 
Infrastructure, supported by robust tailwinds and the various megatrends developing in 
digitalisation, decarbonation and global needs for electrification, requires an immense 
amount of capital; the private financing of infrastructure is now playing a crucial role in the 
development of key infrastructure for modern economies. On the credit side, the Bank’s 
disintermediation trade continued unabated and private debt remains one of the most active 
corners of private markets. From direct lending to more complex opportunities, investors 
have plenty of options for building exposure to uncorrelated return streams.

ALTERNATIVE 
INVESTMENTS

PRIVATE 
MARKETS
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Past performance is not a reliable indicator of current or future results. Indexes are unmanaged and do not account for fees.  
It is not possible to invest directly in an index. Sources: Bloomberg Finance L.P., UBP, and Refinitiv, as at 7 February 2024. 

Any forecast, projection or target, where provided, is indicative only and is not guaranteed in any way.
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Disclaimer

This document is a marketing communication containing GENERAL INFORMATION 
on financial services reflecting the sole opinion of Union Bancaire Privée, UBP SA 
and/or any entity of the UBP Group (hereinafter “UBP”) as of the date of issue. It is 
not and does not purport to be considered as an offer nor a solicitation to enter into 
any transaction with UBP, buy, subscribe to, or sell any currency, product, or financial 
instrument, make any investment, or participate in any particular trading strategy in 
any jurisdiction where such an offer or solicitation would not be authorised, or to 
any person to whom it would be unlawful to make such an offer or solicitation. This 
document is meant only to provide a broad overview for discussion purposes, in 
order to determine clients’ interest. It does not replace a prospectus, KID, KIID or 
any other legal document relating to any specific financial instrument, which may be 
obtained upon request free of charge from UBP or from the registered office of the 
issuer of the instrument concerned, where applicable. The opinions herein do not 
take into account individual clients’ circumstances, objectives, or needs. 

UBP performs analysis on the financial instruments based on market offer and 
may maintain and/or seek to develop business affiliations with third parties for that 
purpose; furthermore, UBP may create its own financial instruments. This generic 
information is therefore not independent from the proprietary interests of UBP or 
connected parties, which may conflict with the client’s interests. UBP has policies 
governing cases of conflicts of interest and takes appropriate organisational measures 
to prevent potential conflicts of interest. 

The information contained in this document is the result neither of financial analysis 
within the meaning of the Swiss Banking Association’s “Directives on the Independence 
of Financial Research” nor of independent investment research as per the EU’s 
regulation on MiFID provisions. EU regulation does not govern relationships entered 
into with UBP entities located outside the EU.

When providing investment advice or portfolio management services, UBP considers 
and assesses all relevant financial risks, including sustainability risks. Sustainability risks 
are defined by the EU’s Sustainable Finance Disclosure Regulation (2019/2088) as “an 
environmental, social or governance event or condition that, if it occurs, could cause 
a negative material impact on the value of the investment”. For further information on 
our sustainability risk management approach please visit [www.ubp.com]. 

Reasonable efforts have been made to ensure that the content of this document is 
based on objective information and data obtained from reliable sources. However, 
UBP cannot guarantee that the information contained herein and gathered by the 
Bank in good faith is accurate and complete, nor does it accept any liability for any 
loss or damage resulting from its use. Circumstances may change and affect the data 
collected and the opinions expressed at the time of publication. Therefore, information 
contained herein is subject to change at any time without prior notice. UBP makes no 
representations, provides no warranty and gives no undertaking, express or implied, 
regarding any of the information, projections or opinions contained herein nor does 
it accept any liability whatsoever for any errors, omissions or misstatements in the 
document. UBP does not undertake to update this document or to correct any 
inaccuracies which may have become apparent after its publication.

This document may refer to past performance which is not a guide to current or future 
results. All statements in this document, other than statements of past performance 
and historical fact, are “forward-looking statements”. Forward-looking statements 
do not guarantee future performances. 

The tax treatment of any investment depends on the client’s individual circumstances 
and may be subject to change in the future. This document does not contain any 
tax advice issued by UBP and does not reflect the client’s individual circumstances. 

This document is confidential and is intended to be used only by the person to whom it 
was delivered. This document may not be reproduced, either in whole or in part. UBP 
specifically prohibits the redistribution of this document, in whole or in part, without 
its written permission and accepts no liability whatsoever for the actions of third 

parties in this respect. This document is not intended for distribution in the US and/
or to US Persons or in jurisdictions where its distribution by UBP would be restricted. 

Switzerland: UBP is authorised and regulated in Switzerland by the Swiss Financial 
Market Supervisory Authority (FINMA). 

UK: UBP is authorised in the United Kingdom by the Prudential Regulation Authority, 
and is subject to regulation by the Financial Conduct Authority (FCA) and limited 
regulation by the Prudential Regulation Authority.

Dubai: This marketing material has been communicated by Union Bancaire Privée 
(Middle East) Limited, a company regulated by the Dubai Financial Services Authority 
(“DFSA”). It is intended for professional clients and/or market counterparties only and 
no other person should act upon it. The financial products or services to which this 
material relates will only be made available to a client who meets the professional 
client and/or market counterparty requirements. This information is provided for 
information purposes only. It is not to be construed as an offer to buy or sell, or a 
solicitation for an offer to buy or sell any financial instruments, or to participate in any 
particular trading strategy in any jurisdiction.

Hong Kong: UBP is a licensed bank regulated by the Hong Kong Monetary Authority 
(HKMA) and a registered institution regulated by the Securities and Futures Commission 
(SFC) for Type 1, 4 & 9 activities only in Hong Kong. The securities may only be offered 
or sold in Hong Kong by means of documents that (i) are addressed to “professional 
investors” within the meaning of the Securities and Futures Ordinance (Chapter 571 
of the Laws of Hong Kong) and any rules made thereunder (the “SFO”); or (ii) are 
defined as “prospectuses” within the meaning of the Companies Ordinance (Chapter 
32 of the Laws of Hong Kong) (the “CO”) or constitute offers to the public within the 
meaning of the CO. Unless permitted to do so under the laws of Hong Kong, no 
person may issue or have in their possession for the purpose of issuing, whether in 
Hong Kong or elsewhere, any advertisement, invitation or document relating to the 
securities, directed at, or likely to be accessed or read by, the public in Hong Kong, 
except where the securities are intended to be disposed of only to persons outside 
Hong Kong, or only to “professional investors” within the meaning of the SFO. 

Singapore: UBP is a bank regulated by the Monetary Authority of Singapore (MAS), 
is an exempt financial adviser under the Financial Advisers Act 2001 of Singapore 
to provide certain financial advisory services, and is exempt under section 99(1) 
of the Securities and Futures Act 2001 of Singapore to conduct certain regulated 
activities. This document has not been registered as a prospectus with the MAS. 
Accordingly, this document and any other document or material in connection with 
generic recommendations may not be circulated or distributed, whether directly or 
indirectly, to persons in Singapore other than (i) institutional investors; or (ii) accredited 
investors as defined under the Securities and Futures Act 2001 of Singapore. This 
advertisement has not been reviewed by the Monetary Authority of Singapore.

Luxembourg: UBP is registered by the Luxembourg supervisory authority the 
Commission de Surveillance du Secteur Financier (CSSF). 

Italy: Union Bancaire Privée (Europe) S.A., Succursale di Milano, operates in Italy 
in accordance with the European passport – held by its parent company, Union 
Bancaire Privée (Europe) S.A. – which is valid across the entire European Union. The 
branch is therefore authorised to provide services and conduct business for which 
its parent company, Union Bancaire Privée (Europe) S.A., has been authorised in 
Luxembourg, where it is regulated by the Luxembourg financial supervisory authority, 
the Commission de Surveillance du Secteur Financier (CSSF).

Monaco: This document is not intended to constitute a public offering or a comparable 
solicitation under the Principality of Monaco’s laws, but might be made available for 
information purposes to clients of Union Bancaire Privée, UBP SA, Monaco Branch, 
a regulated bank under the supervision of the Autorité de Contrôle Prudentiel et de 
Résolution (ACPR) for banking activities and under the supervision of the Commission 
de Contrôle des Activités Financières for financial activities.

© UBP SA 2024. All rights reserved.
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